
The search for life in outer space is
paused on one of Saturn's moons

An artist's conception of NASA's Saturn-orbiting Cassini spacecraft making a close flyby of the ocean-bearing moon

Enceladus. Image: NASA/JPL-Caltech. 

CAPE CANAVERAL, Florida — Life might exist on other planets besides Earth, scientists say.

A very important ingredient to creating life may have been found on another planet – water. 

The planet Saturn has many small moons that surround it. One of them is called Enceladus, a

tiny world covered with frozen ocean and rock.

Between Water And Rock

NASA, the U.S. Space agency, has a spacecraft called Cassini. It has been studying Saturn

for many years. Cassini has found hydrogen on Saturn's moon called Enceladus. Hydrogen is

found in water. This Saturn moon has many geysers, or natural fountains, that shoot out

hydrogen. 
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Scientists think this hydrogen could have been created deep below the ocean. It might be a

sign that chemical reactions are happening there. These reactions happen in Earth's oceans,

too, between water and rock. These reactions could spark life for tiny living creatures called

microbes, scientists said at a news conference.

We should not get too excited yet, though, NASA and others say. The latest discovery does

not mean there definitely is life on Enceladus. It just means that the moon of Saturn has the

right environment to hold living things.

Thumbs-Up To Finding Hydrogen

There is a liquid ocean beneath the icy surface of Enceladus. When water gets hot, it turns

into a gas called water vapor. Clouds of water vapor spray from cracks on the south part of

Enceladus. Scientists have long known about this, thanks to close flybys by the spacecraft. 

When scientists find lots of hydrogen, it is a good sign for life. It means there could be

chemical reactions happening between the warm water and ocean-floor rock that could

support life.

Cassini found the hydrogen during its final close flyby of Enceladus in 2015. It searched

deeper through the moon's clouds of vapor. The researchers reported finding hydrogen and

carbon dioxide. This combination could mean that undersea microbes are producing methane

gas. This is what microbes do deep below Earth's oceans and waterways.

Circling Saturn Again And Again

It is a very special finding for the mission, said Cassini's project scientist, Linda Spilker. The

spacecraft has been circling Saturn for more than 10 years, she said.

NASA scientists talked about the findings in a public event. Science fans around the world

watched it online and asked the scientists questions using Twitter. One viewer asked NASA

about the type of life Enceladus might have. Could it be a bacteria — or maybe giant squids?

"Most of us would be excited with any life," Mary Voytek, a NASA scientist said. "We're going

to start with bacteria and, if we get lucky, maybe there's something that's larger."

The findings were reported in the journal Science.

Cassini Is Running Out Of Gas

Cassini was launched in 1997. It is now running low on fuel and its time is coming to an

end. The spacecraft will study Saturn a bit longer before losing control and falling apart in

space this September.

Cassini has no tools that can discover life on new worlds. It will be up to future space robots to

seek out possible life on Enceladus, the scientists said.
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There Is Another Moon To Study

Another moon in our solar system is expected to have an ocean. It is an ice moon orbiting

Jupiter called Europa. It also might have water vapor jets spewing into space, just like

Enceladus. The Hubble Space Telescope has seen what looks to be vapor jets bubbling on

Europa. 

A spacecraft is being built called the Europa Clipper. It will visit Europa sometime in the 2020s

and could tell us more about life that might be there.

Voytek said her bet is still on Europa for having life, rather than Enceladus. Europa is much

older and any possible life there has had more time to emerge.

There are many questions left to ask about Enceladus. Still, this news was a big step to

learning if creatures could live on Enceladus, ocean scientist Jeffrey Seewald said in a

different article. 

"Future missions to explore oceans beyond Earth will answer many of these questions," he

said.
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